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Live it up at
The Douglas!
Fully-furnished
1-5 bedroom apartments
All utilities included
Fitness center, study lounge,
underground parking and more!
206.860.3024
info^thedouglasatseattleu.com
DougsAwesome.com
YOU’RE ALWAYS
FIVE MINUTES AWAY
FROM BEING
FIVE MINUTES AGO.
WRITE THE NEWS OF TOMORROW.
THE SPECTATOR IS HIRING ALL POSITIONS FOR 2014-2015.
EMAIL RESUME AND COVER LETTER TO EDITOR(a)SU-SPECTATOR.COM
SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 8 APRIL
INTERVIEWS: 24 APRIL - 1 MAY
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS, STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT, HONORS PROGRAM,
& CAMPUS ASSISTANCE CENTER
The Sue Naef Scholarship, endowed by a generous benefactor,
is awarded to upper division undergraduate students of Seattle
University who have demonstrated excellence in academics and a
commitment to service and leadership.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• 90 credit hours completed at Seattle University by fall
quarter 2014 (Transfer and AP/IB credits may not be included
in total. Fifth year seniors ineligible.)
• Cumulative Seattle University GPA of 3.40 or above
• Full-time (45 credits) Seattle University enrollment during
year of award (Study abroad programs sponsored by SU are
allowed, though for one quarter only)
• Not enrolled in College of S&E (for whom Bannan
Scholarship Program serves similar purposes) nor recipient of
Sullivan Scholarship
BENEFITS:
• Need based scholarship grant ($2000 or $3500)
• $1000 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
• Participation in group activities during award year
2014/2015
Questions: Ask an advisor/faculty member or contact David
Madsen, Naef Moderator,
in person (Casey 413), by phone (206-296-6938), or e-mail
(dmadsen@seattleu.edu)
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OIT FIGHTS OFF SPAM AND HACKER ATTACKS
Gus Sagrero
Volunteer Writer
Finding ways to combat spam and
hackers is something that IT is con-
stantly working on, it’s a never-ending
desire between the two to settle one
over the other, to reign as supreme.
Last week many Seattle U students
received several spam emails that were
sent to various school listservs, largely
from, what appeared to be, adviser ac-
counts. The content of these emails is
relatively cryptic, though it is at least
somewhatclear that the sender—“your
favorite friend and only broker”—is
very interested in making the recipi-
ents wealthy.
The Office of Information Technol-
ogy (OIT) has been doing theirbest to
ward off such spam.
“We’re under constant attack of one
kind or another. This is the nature of
the world we’re in,” said Dennis Gen-
dron, executive director of OIT at Se-
attle U. “There’s all kinds of informa-
tion the university has and we have
to protect it.” OIT reports that, on a
typical day, the office blocks about 250
spam messages. In the period of one
month just this year, they blocked 10
million.
“We’ve got a really aggressive spam
filter, but some get through every
time,” Gendron said. “We, as the
blocker, have a measurable job block-
ing spam, [but] they’re like the Borg,
you know, from Star Trek—they adapt
and come back.”
Junior Garrett Budnik agrees. This
isn’t the first time, he said.
“It’s happened maybe once or twice a
year since I’ve been at school,” he said.
In prior years, OIT countered spam
using.protocols that would search out
key words commonly found in spam
messages and send them into the
junk folder.
Today, spam is smarter. Because of
recent adaptions, IT professionals now
have to use a combination of tech-
nologies—filters determine whether
or not a message is spam and analyze
NEWS
the message’s origin. Once a message
is marked as spam, anything from that
sender will be “black-listed” and auto-
matically send to the junkbox.
Messages and their senders are
“grey-listed” if the majority ofthe con-
tent seems reputable but some flags
are still raised by the filter. Messages
and their senders are “white-listed” if
they are deemed trustworthy or the
accountholder replies.
“The spam emails, from my under-
standing, the ones that go out... are
on a very individual instance,” said
OIT staff member Kurt Kapusuzoglu.
“Think of ESPN sending you useless
ads, but if you were part of a listserv
or a public folder like an Outlook that
could give multiple people away.”
Spam spreads in the same way that
an email infected with viruses might
spread—and usually theywork in con-
“From your favoritefriend and only broker. :)
junction with one another. The spam
email somehow gets past the junk fil-
ters and arrives in the inbox, which
isn’t much harm when left alone. But
ifone were to click on a linkwithin the
message, a virus could be unleashed
with the potential to turn one’s com-
puter into what is sometimes called
a “zombie.”
Zombie computers are taken over
and their programs are utilized for
the creation and distribution of more
virus software. If the original virus
was well-written, it likely wouldn’t be
verynoticeable.
Gendronnoted that Seattle U’s spam
filters—by and large —are fairly effec-
tive.Further, he reports, it is even rarer
for these attacks to originate from an
internalaccount that has been hacked.
Gendron, throughout his time here,
can recall only one account (a student
account) being compromised and
sending out loads of spam.
“Although we do get the occasional
spam message, this does not mean that
our email system is always safe,” Gen-
dron said. As for whatto do ifyou spot
a message you believe to be spam in
your inbox, the best advice Gendron
has is to use your common sense, urg-
ing students to ignore fishy messages.
The next step, according to Kapusu-
zoglu, is to “give a call and let [OIT]
know, and it’ll get blocked.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE A HOTBED FOR
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
Every night in Seattle, hundreds of
children are sold for sex. The majority
of these victims of coercion are young
girls who, on average, first start “turn-
ing tricks” at 13 years old.
These horrifying/alarming statistics
come from the website of the docu-
mentary film, Rape for Profit. Rape
for Profit provides the perspectives of
both law enforcement and victims, as
filmmakers uncover the complexities
of sexual slavery.
Seattle is the third most active city
in terms of child prostitution in the
nation. Sex slavery is an issue that per-
meates the globe, but when speaking
in a national context, experts estimate
that there are 300,000 underage girls
are sold into sex trafficking every year.
And this issue is just one facet of the
epidemic that ishuman trafficking.
According to information provided
on Human Trafficking Search’s web-
site—a D.C. based organization aimed
at building public awareness around
trafficking—human trafficking is the
third largest criminal industry in the
world, generating an estimated $44.3
billion annually—and it only contin-
ues to grow.
This week, on Seattle University’s
campus, the Seattle U Human Traf-
ficking Awareness Club (HTAC) seeks
to educate students about this issue
in Seattle specifically with the screen-
ing of Rape For Profit. The documen-
tary film exposes Seattle’s involvement
with child prostitution.
HTAC president, Bailey Disher, and
the club’s current leaders Brigid Scan-
nell, Calvin Garrett and Delaney Piper
are working hard to ensure contin-
ued advocacy on the relevance ofthis
important issue. Club members were
initially hesitant on the documentary,
due to the film’s exclusive focus on
sexual slavery and the common mis-
conceptions that human trafficking is
this issue exclusively.
Sexual slavery, or sex trafficking as
it’s also known, attracts significantly
more media attention than the many
other forms of human trafficking.
Child labor, child soldiers, debtbond-
age, forced laborby means of coercion
and involuntary domestic servitude
are some of the other devastating
manifestations of modern slavery,
demonstrating the pervasive nature of
the epidemic.
An epidemic that has permeated the
walls of Seattle U. Last year, The Seat-
tle Times ran a story about a Seattle U
law student, Yasmin Christopher, who
was avictim ofchild abuse from a sex-
ually abusive father who also partici-
pated in trafficking. With her family,
the Christopher was forced to work on
her father’s 65-acre farm near Oakville
in Grays Harbor County, WA. There,
they were fed little and treated poorly.
Since her childhood, Christopher has
become a spokesperson against hu-
man trafficking and violence.
“People don’t realize there’s not one
kind of trafficker. Traffickers do not
have a stereotypical face,” Christopher
said in The Seattle Times. “It can hap-
pen anywhere; in cities, the'suburbs,
factories and farms. It can involve the
most unexpected people.”
.
Christopher is right. It can happen
anywhere.
Speaking specifically to the rel-
evance of this issue in Washington
state, geographical location plays a
huge role. The abundance of ports,
vast rural areas, proximity to Asia
and location on the U.S./Canadian all
contribute to Washington becoming a
hotbed. It is here that traffickers rely
on the ample recruitment resources
for easy transportation and sale of
slaves. Seattle itself is a critical mem-
ber of a significant trafficking circuit
that also includes Honolulu, Las Ve-
gas, New Orleans, Portland, Vancou-
ver, Yakima and cities into Canada.
In 2003, Washington became the
first state to legally outlaw trafficking
with the passing of RCW 9A.40.100.
Enhanced in 2011, RCW 9A.40.100
criminalizes traffickers who cause an-
other person to engage in forced labor,
involuntary servitude or a commercial
sex act by any means, knowing that
force, fraud or coercion. In what ap-
pears to be a further commitment to
that law, last Wednesday both Olym-
pia’s House and Senate passed bills
that seek to continued combating the
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
issue. House Bill 1791 classifies traf-
ficking as a first-degree sex offense
and House Bill 2644 makes coercion
ofinvoluntary servitude a crime.
But Garrett speaks to the limitations
of 2644 specifically saying, “It presup-
poses that these people have access to
legal recourse which most of the time
they don’t.. .so it’s troubling.”
{People
don’t realize
there’s not one kind of
trafficker. W
Yasmin Christopher,
Seattle Times article
He then goes on to expose the in-
consistencies of the justice system it-
self by saying, “A law like that is vague
enough that someone might have
legal standing to take a case to court
for various means of trafficking but
ultimately is going to rely a lot on the
March 5,2014
justice system and how they choose to
rule on the cases.”
Despite this inconsistencies, the re-
ality is that Washington is a leader in
combating the issue. In 2012, the Po-
laris Project, a national organization
dedicated to ending modern slavery,
namedWashington state the top of all
50 in enacting laws to combat human
trafficking—the state is putting in the
most effort, and still, the statistics of
trafficking in Washington are stagger-
ing.
Rape For Profit is screening in Ban-
nan 102 at 7 p.m., March 5.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
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SEIU UNION UPDATE: HEARINGS AND STUBBORNNESS
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Feb. 27 Jerry Huff-
man, President of Seattle U’s Hu-
man Resources Department sent an
email to all faculty addressing Ser-
vice Employees International Unions
(SEIU) call for a subpoena. Echoing
the concerns addressed by Provost
Crawford, Huffman argued that SEIU
promotes confrontation. He criticized
the National Labor Relations Board,
saying that they infringe upon the
university’s Jesuit tradition and he
chided SEIU for diverting valuable
resources from the university’s core
educational mission.
Adjunct philosophy instructor and
SEIU member, Jerome Veith respond-
ed to Huffman’s allegations, calling
them an “exaggeration.” He shared the
sentiments of fellow SEIU member
and adjunct political science instruc-
tor, Larry Cushnie who sees Huffman’s
representation of SEIU’s subpoena de-
mands as “disingenuous.”
When speaking specifically to ad-
ministration’s reluctance to disclose
the board members’ religious affili-
ations, Cushnie says, “This is based
on their actions rather than ours.” He
says that SEIU contingent faculty have
previously stated that they “would be
happy to remove this from NLRB ju-
risdiction and go with a non-govern-
mental organization as an arbiter.”
What Cushnie is referring to is a
letter that he and other SEIU contin-
gents addressed specifically to Presi-
dent Sundborg on, Feb. 4. Read aloud
In an ongoing debate over adjunct unionization, the university has decided to invoke theirstatus as a religious organization to exempt themfromfederal unioniza-
tion regulation. The NationalLabor Relations Board held a three-hourhearing to judge the validity of this claim on Tuesday, March 4 at which the NLRB officer
moderating the discussion repeatedly threw up her hands in exasperation as administration and SEIU repeatedly failed to agree on several smallerpoints.
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to the president’s office in his absence,
the letter spoke to administration’s
decision to cite the university’s “reli-
gious character” as an exemption to
NLRB jurisdiction.
This lettered provided Sundborg
with two options: grant contingent
faculty an election on the ques-
tion of unionization through a pri-
vate, non-governmental organiza-
tion like the American Arbitration
Association, or agree not to chal-
lenge the NLRB’s jurisdiction in an
NLRB-supervised election.
Although SEIU asked for a response
by Tuesday, February 11, administra-
tion never replied.
The university’s decision to cite their
religious affiliation is claiming to be
outside the jurisdiction of the NLRB,
therefore federal jurisdiction. When
invoking a religious exemption, the
university is forced to provide evi-
dence of the institution’s religious af-
filiation as its defining characteristic.
SEIU’s subpoena calls for this evidence
and its demands mustbe approved by
the NLRB.
Cushnie is adamant when he says,
“No one is challenging that Seattle U
is not a religious institution. It’s that
Jesuit tradition that is so rich in so-
cial justice that motivates a lot of us
to teach here. What we’re challeng-
ing is whether or not that affiliation is
something that trumps jurisdiction of
the NLRB.”
He references Georgetown Univer-
sity’s decision not cite their religious
affiliation as means for exemption
from federal jurisdiction. Georgetown
Provost Robert M. Groves declared
university support for contingent’s
union efforts on May 14 when she
says, “As stated in Georgetown’s Just
Employment Policy, the university
respects employees’ rights to freely as-
sociate and organize, which includes
voting for or against union represen-
tation without intimidation, unjust
pressure, undue delay or hindrance
in accordance with applicable law.
We appreciate the participation of all
of those voters who cast ballots in the
electionand we will respect the wishes
of the majority vote.”
To cite a religious exemption, Se-
attle U must provide the religious af-
filiation of the university’s Board of
Regents, Board of Trustee, Board of
Members, President, Provost and Vice
President. The university must also
prove that the mission ofthe teaching
has a predominant Catholic focus.
March 3 was the first of what looks
to be a long line of hearings with the
NLRB. Lasting nearly three hours,
representatives from Seattle U ad-
ministration and SEIU were ardent
in their opposing perspectives. The
NLRB hearing officer, struggled to
maintain medium grounds and on
what seemed to be every other of
the sixty-nine points, the officer was
forced to conclude that, “The parties
will work to stipulate that point.”
University representatives perpetu-
ally reiterated, “We don’t see the rel-
evance ofproviding that information.”
SEIU met this resistance with com-
ments like, “It is critical that we know.”
University representatives demand-
ed that the hearing not be recorded
and the event was not well attended,
with a total of five spectators, the ma-
jority affiliated with SEIU.
Despite the meager turnout, con-
cerned students are finding ways to
show their support for contingent
faculty. Last week an online petition
originally sourced by SEIU was dis-
tributed via social networking and
email, indicating the support of Se-
attle U current students and alumna.
Student organizations like the Seattle
U Anarchist Alternativeprovided The
Spectator with a written statement of
solidarity for contingent faculty.
Club member Josh Sturman speaks
to the university’s response when he
says, “It’s less than what I made work-
ing at JimmyJohns making sandwich-
es. If we respect our teachers then we
should be paying them at a market
wage...We have a building named
after Dorothy Day. She was a famous
labor organizer. How can we name a
building after a labor organizer and
bust a union? That’s ridiculous.”
Allison Thompson, also dedicated
to the cause says, “We learn so much
about ideas like these in class but
when there are issues like these that
apply to the university there’s sudden-
ly a double standard.”
The next hearing is Friday, March
7 where witnesses will be called and
Sundborg will be present.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
STUDENT GOV. ‘SPOKE’ UP FOR SEATTLE U BIKERS
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
If you don’t bike, maybe next year
you’ll start.
It’s not rare to see bikers speeding
about campus, even in the cold weath-
er, or the pouring rain. However, due
to a lack of secure bike racks and cov-
ered areas to park bikes—students
have been discouraged fromcommut-
ing via bicycle. But as of next fall, this
reality will end.
This week, Student Government of
Seatde University (SGSU) voted to
allocate $8,000 toward a project for
the construction of an enclosed bike
shelter. While SGSU’s investment is
far from the only money going into
the construction—the shelter is pro-
jected to cost between $15,000 and
$18,000 —its contribution marks a
turning point for the governmental
body. SGSU has never put this much
money towardany project.
The movement was made easier by
the fact that SGSU was not alone in
funding the project, and because the
planning for construction had already
been moving along. According to the
Freshman Class Representative, and
one of the point people of the project,
Meggie Green, most of the university
departments involved were already
aware of the project. Public Safety,
Maintenance and the Department of
Transportation were supportive of the
project before SGSU voted to donate
funds toward construction.
The construction of a sheltered
bike storage unit was, according
to senior Max Snyder—one of the
strongest proponents of the project—
highly necessary.
“This is a large scale campus im-
provement project,” he said. “Along
with the wear and tear the weather
puts on bikes, there’s theft. Capitol Hill
is one of the top 10 bicycle theft areas
in the country.”
The threatof theft is one ofthe main
reasons for the shelter’s construction.
According to the cyclists who showed
up to the meeting (most ofthem car-
rying their bikes with them into the
meeting), there are major security
concerns with the current bike storage
system. Many ofthe cyclists expressed
concern with both the location and
style of racks currently in place.
For one, they tend to be in low foot
traffic areas, for example below the
Murphy Apartments. This means that
{This
is a large scale
campus improvement
project. W
Max Snyder,
Seattle U Cycling Club
oftentimes, no one is watching stored
bikes, and thus they are extremely sus-
ceptible to theft. Second, ifthey are in
covered areas (which is rare), they are
at the borders ofcampus. This means
that commuters who bike are forced
to park their cycles far away from
AMY TRUONG • THE SPECTATOR
The Seattle U Cycling Club talks with SGSU on Feb. 26 about making the Seattle U campus more bike-friendly.
their classes, making for low levels of
convenience when it comes to biking
to class.
“It’s just too much of a hassle to try
bringing my bike to school, at this
point,” said student Nick Johnson.
“The shelter is for marginal popula-
tions,” said Snyder. “It’s for those peo-
ple who don’tride theirbike to school,
either because they don’t feel safe or
they don’t want to ride home on a wet
seat. Thosepeople who don’t currently
ride, but would if improvements were
made. In 2009, the State ofthe Student
surveyreported that 17 percent of stu-
dents would ride theirbikes to school
if improvements were made. That’s
well over 100 people.”
Furthermore, Public Safety issued a
survey thatreported that 20 percent of
students would be more likely to bike
than drive to school if improvements
were made.
march 5. 2014
Construction on the shelter, which
is going to be built out of a used ship-
ping container and is designed to fea-
ture a rooftop garden, is set to begin
sometime this summer. According to
SGSU, liquid funds will be allocated
once ground has been broken on
the project.
“It’s exciting stuff,” said Snyder. “It’s
largely to be a sustainability proj-
ect. Hopefully it will be constructed
somewhere where security and access
are easy.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com.
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WALK-IN TECH CENTER CLICKS WITH STUDENTS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Download complete.
The new Help Desk with walk-in
services is now up-and-running in the
engineering building, room 302. The
center offers services ranging from
tech support to campus card support.
Before the Help Desk began walk-up
services, students had to call the Help
Desk for any technological issues such
as trouble connecting to Seattle Uni-
versity’s wireless networks. The Help
Desk would then give instructions by
phone to the student, or have them go
to their office for help.
This wasn’t always the most efficient,
though. Having a fully functional
room open for mostof the day should
make it much easier for students to get
the support they need when they need
it. One of the biggest benefits of hav-
ing walk-up services is being able to
interact with someone in person while
receiving help.
“It is much better to sit down with
someone who knows what they are
talking about rather than looking at
a website for instructions,” said Help
Desk employee Mattie Ringstad.
One student was very pleased with
his experience using the new walk-up
services.
“I thought it was going tobe a hassle
and it wasn’t,” said sophomore Alex
Buescher. “They were very helpful and
knew what they were doing. I needed
to get my campus card working so I
could get into Xavier for one of my
classes. It only took five minutes—I
was a little surprised.”
There is certainly an added conve-
nience factor to being able to immedi-
ately receive help. With the new walk-
up function, though, students can still
ask for help in other ways.
“We accept requests by email, walk-
ins or calls,” said employee and Seattle
U senior Alora McGavin.
So far, the Help Desk has helped
several students who have had trouble
connecting to wireless networks or
have gotten locked out of their ac-
counts. According to sophomore em-
ployee Nicole Martin, student account
access has been the main issue from
8 NEWS
{Its
much better to sit
down with someone
who knows what they m.
are talking about...
Mattie Ringstad,
Help Desk employee
students seeking help.
However, since the center has just
opened, there still are several students
who do not know about the new ser-
vices available to them.
“Right now the work day is pretty
slow,” Ringstad said. “We are in the
process of opening. We get around 15
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
The OITHelp Desk is infull swing, allowingpeople to come in with network related issues and help them work through them.
The 24/7hotline is also still available ifa student needs help while the Help Desk is closed.
to 20 students a day. They are still in
the process of learning we are on cam-
pus.”
In order to manage all requests, the
Help Desk uses the Service Now pro-
gram which is a computer program
that allows the employees to keep ev-
erything organized. It uses a categori-
cal record system by assigning tickets
to each request. With the system the
employees are easily able to keep up
with all requests and follow up with
people to make sure they have been
helped.
Employees hope more students
know about the Help Desk services.
“It’s very convenient having an ac-
tual place to go for this stuff,” said
sophomore Joe Arguinchona. “It
makes getting these issues resolved a
lot easier.”
The Help Desk will be open every
Monday through Friday from 7 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
ACTIVISTS SPEAK ON TRANS PRISONERS’ REALITY
Maggie Molloy
Staff Writer
An African-American trans woman
named CeCe McDonald was released
from prison this past January after
serving 19 months for defending her-
self against a transphobic and racist
attack.
McDonald is not alone.
According to the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, 16 percent of all
trans people and 47 percent of all
black trans people have served time in
prison.
On March 4, trans* prison activ-
ists and researchers from around the
country came to Seattle University to
discuss the diverse challenges that the
legal system, police, and prisons pres-
ent to trans* people. The panelists for
the event were Carolyn Henry, Janetta
Johnson, Eric Stanley, and Alisha Wil-
liams.
The panel, titled “Trans* Libera-
tion and the Carceral State: A Panel of
National Transgender Activists” was
moderated by Dean Spade, Seattle U
law professor.
Spade is the founder of the Syl-
via Rivera Law Project, which works
to guarantee all people the ability to
determine their own gender identity
without facing discrimination.
Trans* is an umbrella term which
refers to any individual whose expe-
rience of their own gender does not
match their assigned gender at birth.
Trans* individuals may identify as
one or more of numerous gender pos-
sibilities, including both genders, no
gender, transgender, genderqueer,
intersex, genderfluid, and any other
gender identification besides male
and female. Trans* people are struc-
turally disadvantaged in our society
and in our criminal justice system.
Alisha Williams, a staff attorney for
the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, noted in
an interview with “Democracy Now!”
that there is “a disproportionate rep-
resentation of trans* people in prison
because of things that happened be-
forehand,” such as poverty and home-
lessness.
She said that family rejection and
lack of support at school are common
causes of homelessness among trans*
individuals, who often grow up being
bullied by other students and discrim-
inated against by school administra-
tors.
“Before they even get in touch with
the criminal justice system, they are
one of the most likely parts of the
American population to end up home-
less, to have mental disorders, suicide
attempts, suicide completions,” said
Antonio Skilton, a Seattle U sociology
student and LGBT activist.
Trans* people also face rejection in
the workforce, in the housing market,
and even at homeless shelters, thus
leading to “a higher percentage of
people who are trans* who are forced
to turn to professions made deviantby
society,” Skilton said.
In order to survive, many turn to
sex work, stealing, and other illegal
methods of making money. However,
even trans* people who do not engage
in these activities are targets of police
discrimination.
The Sylvia Rivera Law Projects web-
site notes that the “overpolicing and
profiling of low income people and
of trans and gender non-conforming
people intersect, producing a far high-
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Panelists speak at Seattle U on March 4. The speakers explained the harsh reality ofprison for the trans* community.
er risk than average ofimprisonment,
police harassment, and violence for
low income trans people.”
Trans* people face additional gen-
der-related discrimination while in
the criminal justice systems custody.
They are usually victims of increased
sexual violence, threats, abuse, and ha-
rassment both by other prisoners and
by prison staff. Williams called this
discrimination “invisible violence.”
“The prison system has taken all
of the value out oftrans people,” said
Johnson, an African-American trans
woman who has spent time in prison.
She described it as “the most demean-
ing and demoralizing place.”
Trans* people are often deniedhor-
mones and other trans-specific health
care needs while incarcerated, leading
to serious health issues and emotional
anguish.
Gender-segregated searches, hold-
ing cells, and arrest procedures also
fail to accommodate trans* people.
Furthermore, arresting officers often
misidentify trans* people as “male”
or “female” based solely on their ap-
pearance or genital surgery status.
Recent federal legislation such as the
Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA)
March 5.2014
is a small step toward ending this dis-
crimination.
“PREA states that when trans peo-
ple are incarcerated, their individual
assessment of where they would be
safest should be taken into consider-
ation,” Williams said.
This panel is an important step in
encouraging awareness of and con-
versation about trans* rights at Seattle
U. The university’s Committee to Im-
prove Trans Inclusion (CITI) is work-
ing to create a more accepting campus
for people ofall gender identifications.
CITI is advocating for more gen-
der-inclusive restrooms throughout
campus and is also working to revise
our university’s forms and data ware-
houses to allow for legal and preferred
name and gender fields.
“There’s been a lot of work to try
to make our campus more accessible
to trans* students, faculty, and staff,”
Spade said. “Bringing this panel to the
campus really connects to work that is
already going on here, both in terms
of on our campus and in terms of the
student activism in the region.”
Maggie may be reached at
mmolloy@su-spectator.com
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DIVESTMENT TALKS MAY CONTINUE DESPITE FIRM ‘NO’
FEATURES
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Last week, Seattle University’s Sus-
tainable Student Action club (SSA)
met with Seattle Us Vice President for
Finance and Business Affairs Connie
Kanter, a huge turning point in the
divestment campaign on campus. The
club has been pushing for the univer-
sity to divest for some time from fi-
nancial investments from companies
they deem environmentally unethical.
As reported in The Spectator last
week, SSA finally received an answer
from Kanter and Administration at
that meeting.
That answer was a resounding “no.”
Along with their meeting, Kanter is-
sued a letter on Feb. 2 i to SSA with the
administrations official answer. The
letter informed SSA that their contri-
butions, efforts and dialogue with the
administration were appreciated, and
hopefully going tocontinue. However,
divestment is not something Seattle U
is going to pursue.
“We believe there are more effective
ways to address climate change. For
these reasons, we are not prepared to
move forward on a feasibility study of
divestment from fossil fuel compa-
nies,” Kanter said.
As of press time, it appears the tone
between the two groups had changed
some. SSA member Delaney Piper re-
ported to The Spectator that her club
and Kanter had had another meeting
late Tuesday, March 4, at which both
groups expressed some interest and
excitement at the prospect of form-
ing a joint student-administration
subcommittee to work toward “more
positive investment.” Piper was hesi-
tant to say whether or not her group
would move forward in conversation
with administration in this way, but
expressed that they would be explor-
ing the option.
The conversation between students
and administration had begun infor-
mally a little over a year ago, when
students from SSA met with Kanter in
her office.
“They’ve got a really great group
of students involved in SSA,” Kanter
said. “I started meeting with them in
Januaryof last year and it’s really been
an ongoing dialogue.”
After initial informal meetings,
SSA and the administration got to-
gether a few more times leading up to
last week.
“It was a long process, it really was,”
Kanter said.
SSA presented to the Board of
Trustees Investment Committee last
t
May, and then again to the President’s
Cabinet in November.
“The way we approached it was
to really try and engage the students
to really try to hear what their con-
cerns were, what their actual motiva-
tions were, and what their interest is,”
Kanter said.
According to Kanter, encouraging
this kind of conversation between the
administration and students is more
prevalent at Seattle U than at other
universities who are also pushing
for divestment.
“We really gave the studentsvoice in
a number of ways...I think most other
universities didn’t give their student
the opportunities to express them-
selves, and to really bring the issue up
to a broader group of people,” Kanter
said. She continued that the promo-
tion of conversation between admin-
istration and students is a product of
Seattle U’s Jesuit values.
Piper agrees that conversations have
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DIVESTING OUT, BUT‘POSITIVE INVESTING’ ON TABLE
been relatively positive thus far, de-
spite the university’s initial “no”.
“I think there’s been a respect of
open dialogue between administra-
tors and students, and we’ve been very
happy with that relationship,” said
Piper.
Kanter said that open dialogue is
one of the things she values most
about her job, and encourages stu-
dents to come in and speak with her.
However, members of the SSA
pointed out some areas in which the
dialogue has still not been as open as
they would like.
“We also have been unsatisfied
with the way that that relationship
has maintained between just admin-
istrators and students,” Piper said.
“We would really hope for conversa-
tion with the Board of Trustees in
the future.”
Another missing member from the
divestment conversation has been the
Seattle U faculty. A professor recently
emailed The Spectator expressing sup-
port for the movement, complete with
reasons as to why now is the time to
act. Still, educators on campus have
not been heard much within the di-
vestment dialogue.
SSA member Katherine Dietzman
also expressed awareness of an ob-
stacle that they keep running into
when it comes to conversation
about divestment.
“It’s been kind ofhard to be able to
talk about a possibility of a feasibility
study and what that kind of looks like,
because there is no transparency in
terms of investments, direct and com-
ingled,” Dietzman said. “So it’s hard
to be able to have that dialogue where
it’s really meaningful, and you actu-
ally get stuff done, because we don’t
know—and so I think that’s one ofour
frustrations as a group, is frying to fig-
ure out how we can go about this in
a very educated way. Except we don’t
have any way to be educatba it.”
Kanter points out that there’s a
distinct difference between bud-
get transparency and endowment
investment transparency.
“We don’t specifically publish what
our specific investments are within
the endowment. That’s not something
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Seattle University Students inform donors about the divestment issue.
we’ve ever done, that’s not something
we’d really see in the institution’s best
interest, in terms of that kind of dis-
closure,” Kanter said. She said that as
a private institution, endowment in-
vestment transparency is not a goal.
But that’s not the same as
budget transparency. .
“I think more important for our
studentbody to recognize is, in terms
of budget transparency, we’re doing
tremendous work in that area,” said
Kanter, saying that in an upcoming
SGSU forum, to which everyone is in-
vited, budget transparency would be
apparent. “So the question of where
do your tuition dollars go is a question
that will be answered on March 11 for
the students.”
“There is a distinction—and I think
we as a group are more interested in
financial justice as a holistic kind of
approach,” said Piper. “I think the
student body is especially interested
in budget transparency, but with that
opening of a conversation about bud-
get transparency [comes interest in]
endowment transparency.”
Piper went on to reference the
school’s mission statement.
“I for one would love to know that
the money that is supporting my
school in this budget is not only com-
ing from good sources, ethical sources
that I feel fulfill this mission of a just
{'
1
Iftheir only interest is
in divestment, then we
probably don’t have a lot to
talk about.
Connie Kanter,
VP ofFinance
and humane world, but then that is
also used in a just and humane way in
our school.”
The endowment fund is rooted in
gifts from donors.
“Our gifts generally come from in-
dividuals. Sometimes they’ll come
from foundations... families, alum-
ni.
. .people that want tomake a differ-
ence in the education of our students
and the scholarship of our faculty,”
Kanter said.
Some donors specify say that they
want their gift to be used for immedi-
ate need; others saythat they want it to
be invested. So it goes to the endow-
ment fund, and the return off of that
fund is what gets used.
“Then the endowment funds have to
be invested, and thffrthe issue is how
do you invest those funds,” Kanter
said, explaining what divestment is.
SSA originally proposed that in the
divestment process Seattle U divest
from a list of 34 fossil fuel companies.
That list had been compiled from 350.
org, based on what the most carbon
intensive companies are.
“And by carbon intensive,” Di-
etzman said. “That means coal, oil or
natural gas. So it’s all three different
fields of carbon extraction and that
sort ofthing.”
Piper added that by selecting the
biggest offenders, they are trying
to make the divestment process a
little easier.
“Instead of investing in the in-
vestments that we currently have,”
Kanter said, explaining what divest-
ment would ask of the university, the
schools endowment “should not in-
clude any investments that are under
34 fossil fuel companies.”
And according to Kanter, that’s why
the answer to divestment is no.
“At what times would you consider
using your endowment, for anything
other than the donors intent?” Kanter
said. She cited this as the first question
the university needed to ask when it
came to considering divestment.
“When I say using endowment
funds for anything other than the do-
nor’s original intent, their intent is to
make a difference and the difference
they’re wanting to make is in the lives
of our students and the scholarship of
our faculty, and the wellbeing of the
university,” Kanter said.
“The real goal with endowment in-
vestment is to create a mix that’s going
tobe very secure to maintain the prin-
ciple. Our goal of our investment...is
to maximize return, while maintain a
risk that’s appropriate for a university,”
Kanter said.
Basically, ifthe donors want to make
a difference, Seattle U needs to invest
in things that are going to make the
greatest difference.
“I think she has a lot of validity to
what she says about keeping a diverse
pool,” Dietzman said. “I guess I just
kind of question it because it doesn’t
seem like a donor would be like ‘Oh
I want you to take the money that I’m
giving you and invest it in Exxon Mo-
bil, and that would be great.’”
When it comes to the future of di-
vestment, Kanter said she wants to
maintain a relationship with SSA and
continue their conversation as it per-
tains to environmental action.
“If thpir only interest is in divest-
ment, then we probably don’t have a
lot to talk about,” Kanter said.
“I think when you look at an issue
like divestment from fossil fuels, it
can get a lot of energy around it.. .but
sometimes it’s in a vacuum. I think it’s
important for our students to really
look holistically at the issues of cli-
mate change, and what Seattle U can
do as it relates to climate change. And
what we are doing,” Kanter said.
She also spoke of the success ofthe
Climate Action Plan implemented
in 2010, the new center for Environ-
mental Justice and Sustainability, and
investments they’ve made in the Envi-
ronmental Sciences major.
“I absolutely don’t see the door clos-
ing at this point In terms of divest-
ment, yes, it’s closed, but in terms of
the discussion of what Seattle Univer-
sity can do to best influence climate
change, 1 think the door’s wide open,”
Kanter said. “I think that if we’re go-
ing to enter into dialogue with the
students in general, it would be in-
appropriate to just look at one little
slice through one little keyhole...at
least open the door
and have the di-
alogue of where we are and where
we’re going.”
“Our Climate Action Plan does not
include anything that relates to in-
vestment strategy or policy. I’m open
{We
would really hope
for conversation with
the Board ofTrustees
in the future.
Delaney Piper,
SSA Representative
to investigating some opportunities
there, I shared some ideas with the
SSA group last week and certainly
that’s part ofthe dialogue that I would
hope would continue,” Kanter added.
SSA is still discussing their future
goals, but Dietzman endorses further
dialogue with the university as the
right direction.
“The steps we want to take as a
group are small steps,” Dietzman said.
“We want to make this a realistic goal
for our school so we can keep this
running dialogue and keep this really
good relationship that we have right
now and that we really value with
our administration.”
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
34 COMPANIES YOU SHOULD DIVEST FROM
...according to SSA. From a list of the 200 most carbon-intensivecompanies
compiled by 350.org SSA club members selected these 34 companies as those
they wished Seattle U would divestfrom. This list was laterwhittled down to
20.
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‘GAME OF TONES,’ BATTLE OF THE BANDS
CHRIS SCHABERG OF ALBATROSS AND COHO
SAM CHAKERIAN OF ALBATROSS
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
SHANE AND BRADLEY HAYWORTH, AND
LAURA GERMANO OF COHO
GERMANO AND ZACH MEYERS OF COHO
CONOR MCKINLEY OF
PAUL FITZPATRICK
SARAH AND THE SCALLWAGS
This past Friday, four Seattle U bands performed in Campion Ball-
room for a spot at this years Quadstock; COHO won.
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
PAUL FITZPATRICK
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WRITERS AND READERS UNITE AT AWP '14
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
Seattle might have seemed strange last
week when the Association of Writers
and Writing Programs came to town.
Instead of the traditional bar talk
one might expect from a Thursday
or Saturday night—of financial woes,
crumbling relationships, and sports
perspectives—Seattleites heard a long-
unpublished author trying desperately
to seduce the young publisher sitting
warily next to him; or an abundance
of talk about character arcs, agent fees,
and, beneath it all, the tired chatter of
people invested in an industryrapidly
outpacing them.
The writers had come out to play.
The AWP is the largest writing or-
ganization in the United States. The
organization was created in 1967
by 15 writers, in response to aca-
demia’s entrenched attitude toward
English literature. At the time, de-
partments were largely opposed to
MFA programs and the AWP was
founded as a way to provide greater
publishing opportunities for writers
around the country.
{The
number of readers
is dwindling and the
amount ofwriters has m.
increased violently.
Annie Proulx
Keynote Speaker and Author
This dedication to the synthesis of
education and creation continues to-
day. According to the organizations
website, the AWP now delivers re-
sources to “over 50,000 writers, 500
college and university creative writing
programs, and 125 writers’ conferenc-
es and centers.”
In essence: it’s a pretty big deal.
This organization’s popularity was
in full display at this year’s confer-
ence. The Washington State Conven-
tion center—a massive, sprawling
complex—was filled with writers of all
kinds from Thursday to Saturday.
Older, bedraggled-looking veterans
in faded tweed scanned rows of liter-
ary magazines next to their young,
denim-clad compatriots; Young Adult
Fiction authors swapped stories with
writers of supernatural political fic-
tion; and small presses pushed their
wares next to industry giants like The
Paris Review.
Among all of them, however, there
was an atmosphere of communal ex-
citement that is often absent in the
writing life. This isn’t surprising, as
there aren’t usually over 13,000 writ-
ers together in one place.
Attendee Ben Agre travelled from
Illinois to attend the conference.
Coming to the conference gave him
a chance to connect with other au-
thors and, if he was lucky, do a bit
ofnetworking.
“Writing is often viewed as a very
solitary pursuit,” he said. “And, of
course, that’s true. But it’s also re-
ally nice to be able to be around so
many other people who care about the
same thing that you do. It produces a
lot of hope.”
Dr. Susan Meyers, a creative writ-
ing professor, at Seattle University,
felt similarly.
“The AWP is a terrific place to con-
nect with people—new friends, col-
leagues and old—in order to swap
ideas about teaching and publishing,”
she said. “ I always appreciate the way
in which I learn new things to try in
the classroom, expand my repertoire
of publishing venues and promotion-
al ideas, and strike up conversations
with people about future projects to
collaborate on.”
The conference saw an abundance
of well-known writers, from local leg-
end Sherman Alexie to AmyTan, Da-
vid Guterson and Ursula K. FeGuin.
Annie Proulx, the keynote speaker,
perhaps best epitomized the confer-
ence’s overarching feeling. Proulx is a
Pulitzer Prize winning author, is per-
haps most famous among the non-lit-
erarypublic for writing the short story
“Brokeback Mountain.”
In her speech at the end ofThursday
night, she made numerous allusions
to a recent article by George Packet in
The New Yorker about Amazon’s at-
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Jen Coleman, a poet based in Portland, reads from her new book at the AWP
event.
A member of theAWP introduces Jen Coleman.
tempts to corner the publishing indus-
try. She also spoke about the history of
literature itself. Despite the beauty of
her speech, Proulx was honest about
how the number of writers has begun
to outpace those who read.
“The balance of writers to read-
ers is changing,” Proulx said. “The
numbers of readers is dwindling,
and the amount of writers has
increased violently.”
Yet, this year’s AWP also marks Se-
attle’ own growing importance in the
writing world. Meyers said that host-
ing the AWP represents a hallmark for
Seattle and its literary scene, which
has been growing steadily through the
March 5, 2014
last decade.
“The fact that AWP came to Seattle
signals national recognition of Seattle
as an important literary city, in league
with Chicago, New York, Fos Angeles
and other such cities that often host
the conference,” she said. “For indi-
vidual Seattle writers, access to AWP
in our home city means the oppor-
tunity both to access a huge network
of national literary contacts—from
headliner authors to industry leaders
in publishing and promotion, and to
highlight local literary venues.”
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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NEW PLAY SATIRIZES PRO-LIFE MOVEMENT
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
“MOM BABY GOD” begins before
you even enter the theater.
After entering the lobby, audience
members might experience a bit of
vertigo when Jessica, a cheerful (if
not hyperactive) young girl accosts
them at the door and welcomes them
to the Students For Life Conference
of America. She might offer them a
cupcake and then produce—with the
same saccharine smile—a statistic
about how many babies were denied a
right to live this year.
This kind of environment —where
latent bigotry is veiled by compas-
sion and inclusivity—permeates Mad-
eline Burrows’ one-woman show. A
piece of political theater at its finest,
“MOM BABY GOD” uses Burrows’
firsthand experiences within the an-
ti-abortion movement to produce a
compelling and frustrating look at
the morally unsettling tactics of the
anti-abortionmovement.
The play focuses on Jessica, a young
girl who runs an “I’m a Pro-Life Teen”
blog, as she prepares for the Students
For Life Conference of America! As
the story progresses and we begin
to familiarize ourselves with Jessica,
Burrows transitions between six other
characters—all inspired by people she
met within the movement —who not
only reveal the warped tactics of vari-
ous groups,but also begin to dominate
Jessica’s own understanding of herself.
In many ways, the play feels like a
kind of house-of-horrors illustra-
tion of the different ways that anti-
abortion groups justify their tactics
to themselves. While Jessica is busy
grappling with her budding sexuality,
the other characters’ seemingly well-
intentioned efforts to vilify her urges
and project scientific falsities began to
warp the young girl’s life.
Burrows, who began the project
as her thesis for Hampshire College,
spent over a year visiting crisis preg-
nancy centers, fundraisers, protests
and rallies. Along the way, she inter-
viewed people within the movement
and transcribedwhat she heard.
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Some of the scenes within the play,
like when one of the characters ar-
gues that prescribing birth control is
akin to shooting a gun with your eyes
closed in a playground, or the speech
deliveredby Lila Rose, a famous activ-
ist who goes “undercover” in Planned
Parenthoods, are taken directly from
Burrows’ experiences. And the char-
acters themselves, as well as much of
the dialogue, are an accumulation of
people she met and things she heard
attending events.
{We
need to start at-
tacking each and every I
one of these pieces of m.
legislation.
Madeline Burrows
Playwright/Actor
Burrows said she initially began the
project to point out the kind of tactics
these organizations were using, and
how they had steadily worked away at
reproductive rights across the US.
“In the past three years in particu-
lar, things have gotten so much worse,
just in regard to the number and rate
ofpieces oflegislation being proposed
and enacted that are attacking repro-
ductive rights,” she said. “There are
numerous states where there’s only
one abortion clinic left. A statistic
that’s thrown around a lot is that 89 of
US counties don’t have any abortion
provider... I’m pretty sure that’s a con-
servative estimate at this point.”
Burrows also said that she wanted
theplay to create a sense ofurgency for
the audience. According to her, activ-
ists on the side ofreproductive rights
have been too willing to compromise
and allow the anti-choice movement
tocontrol the dialogue.
“I think it’s a crisis. Roe v. Wade ex-
ists in name and it’s something we can
really stand by, but I think our move-
ment needs to start saying that it’s not
enough to just protect the legality of
abortion," Burrows said. “We need
to start attacking each and every one
of these pieces of legislation and also
articulate what we’re fighting for, be-
cause I think we’re often on the defen-
sive, and that’s where they’ve been able
to gain a lot of ground: because we’re
always compromising.”
Ifurgency is the intention, Burrows
achieves it. Her mastery of these char-
acters is amazing to watch—she alter-
nates between bubbling Jessica, lum-
bering Coach Dwayne, and the play’s
othercharacters. As it goes on, a slide-
show plays in the back of the stage,
with headlines like, “If sex feels so
good, why is it wrong?” and the older
characters spout near-absurd amount
of misinformation about the horrors
of sexually transmitted diseases. The
characters also liken reproductive
rights to the Holocaust.
“I have no problem making fun
of the right wing, but I think there’s
something to be said for understand-
ing their motivations and why they’ve
become successful,” Burrows said. “I
actually think we can learn something
from what their strategies and tac-
tics have been. So I would say, I hope
people leave the show having a range
of thoughts, but leave with essential
questions about what we can do to re-
spond to this.”
The show will be back in Seattle on
March 8 at the Annex Theatre; tickets
are $15 in advance.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
THE KINGS HAVE LANDED AT LTD. GALLERY
Connor Cartmill
Volunteer Writer
While the book series and the HBO
series both spark a great deal of inter-
est, “Game ofThrones’” fans now have
another medium through which they
can celebrate the fantasy series.
Ltd. Art Gallery opened its doors
Saturday evening to mark its new
“Game of Thrones” themed exhibi-
tion, titled “Winter is Coming.” Works
of the exhibition are inspired by au-
thor George R.R. Martin's “A Song of
Ice and Fire” series, which has been
entrancing readers since the first vol-
ume’srelease in 1996. Since then, more
than 24 million copies of the books
have been sold worldwide in over 20
languages. Sales increased greatly
after the HBO television adaptation,
which first aired in 2011.
For the new exhibition, Martin
himself gave his official seal of ap-
proval for the show to gallery owner
James Monosmith.
"I've been a huge fan of the books
for over a decade, and thought this
show would be a wonderful idea,"
Monosmith said. "I found [Martin’s]
email on a forum and asked him what
he thought of the gallery idea, and he
replied within a couple weeks saying
he was on board.”
The exhibition, which features local
artists as well as world-renownedpop
artists, has been drawing a lot of com-
munity buzz and anticipation.
"We got the most confirmations
ever on our Facebook event and have
received all kinds of local press cover-
age," Monosmith said. Martin's web-
site also made an official promotion
for the exhibition. The gallery was
packed throughout the entire open-
ing on March 1, which lasted from
6 to 10 p.m.
"I was absolutely blown away by the
turnout for the opening reception. I
love the thematic cohesiveness of the
show—the passion of Martin's amaz-
ing creation and the fans who love it
certainly brought an amazing atmo-
sphere and energy to the gallery," said
Maj Askew, whose artwork is part of
the exhibition.
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Approved by George R.R. Martin himself, Ltd. Gallery’s new “Winter is Coming” exhibition gives fans of the “Game of
Thrones” series another medium through which to celebrate thefantasy world.
The featuredart relies heavily on the
books as opposed to the HBO series—-
so, if attendees of the gallery have
only watched the show, there may be
spoilers. Yet, there is without a doubt
something in the exhibition for every
fan of the series to enjoy.
'The gallery features pieces from var-
ied media, with the majority displayed
on paper or canvas. The walls of Ltd.
are absolutely packed with artwork,
and the numerous images present a
true celebration of the world Martin
has created. It’s a mesmerizing expe-
rience to relive some of your favorite
moments fromthe series evoked in the
different mediums.
"It’s amazing to create some-
thing from another's vision but in
your own style," said featured artist
Braden Duncan.
Duncan, who also runs the Seattle
Arts Coalition, had her watercolor
piece "A Song of Ice and Fire" dis-
played in the gallery for the exhibi-
tion. Her painting is a depiction of
Bran's dream, the three-eyed crow
and his direwolf.
"Few writers have thetalent to create
full characters like Martin," Duncan
said. "The way he juxtaposes fantasy
and reality, life and death, fascinates
me. It really lends itselfto an artist.”
Another favorite piece is Askew's
"MILKBLIND.” The artwork utilizes
oil and giclee on canvas portrait to
showcase our favorite young needle-
stabbing heroine, Arya Stark.
"Arya has an absolute and increas-
ing determination. Hers is an incred-
ible strength. She is a creature made
entirely of will," Askew noted.
The exhibition turns reading into a
wonderfully communal experience.
We get see how others have envi-
sioned Martin's lush world and share
in their interpretations.
"I love how such a comprehensive
literary world can provide an interest-
ing look at how one person's world
building can affect so many people in
so many different— and sometimes
largely similar — ways," Askew said.
Some of the more ironic works
were a few giclee posters done on pa-
per
made by Marco Caradonna. The
works depicted the locations Castle
Black, Meereen and Dragon Stone as
vacation destinations in a 1950s style.
It was funny to imagine a few of the
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most frigid and/or war-ravaged re-
gions of Westeros and the Free Cit-
ies as travel destinations. Each
location looks grand in its own na-
ture, Castle Black in its icy blue, and
Meereen in an arid beige, appearing
beautiful. But fans familiar with the
series know they contain so much
death and destruction... not the best
vacation activities.
Any fans—either of the book or
television series—should take the
time to peruse this encapsulating col-
lection at Ltd. Art Gallery. Note for
the television series’ fans: Just don't
ask too many questions and you can
probably avoid the spoilers. I mean af-
ter all, words are wind.
“Winter is Coming” will be on
display at Ltd. Gallery through
March 23; the gallery is open Tues-
day through Sunday. More in-
formation can be found at their
website, ltdartgallery.com.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘SON OF GOD’
Kellie Cox
Editor-in-Chief
I have a confession to make: I love
Jesus movies.
Growing up, “The Greatest Story
Ever Told” was a staple in my house-
hold and I’ve happily sat through it at
least 10 times. Same with 1961’s “King
ofKings,” which ismy personal favor-
ite ofthe subgenre.
I love the melodrama and bad spe-
cial effects. I love the corny wigs and
Roman armor. But most of all, I love
that, no matter how sincere the film-
makers are, movies about the sav-
ior always end up being super lame
and campy. The sheer weight of
the endeavor swallows them whole
every time.
And so, it was with feigned reluc-
tance that I went to see “Son of God,”
the newest film to join the subgenre.
But, of all the biblical epics I’ve seen,
“Son ofGod” falls flattest by far—even
the Lord God himself couldn’t raise
this dud from the dead. The film is so
lackluster I actually fell asleep during
the crucifixion. And I’m sure God will
smite me for that.
The film looks like it’s a cheap TV
movie, which, for all intents and pur-
poses, it is. The film mixes previously
aired scenes from “The Bible” minise-
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ries with new footage, which makes it
feel like a bit of a Franken-film. “Son
of God” begins with what feels like a
hectic and unnecessaryseries recap—-
within the first 10 minutes, the film at-
tempts to cover every major storyline
in the Old Testamentand stuffs it with
as much “Bible” footage as possible.
Because of its low budget, the film
deeply struggles with its special ef-
fects. The CGI cityscapes are laugh-
ably bad—even 1998’s “The Prince of
Egypt” made better use of the tech-
nology. The low quality effects made
some ofJesus’ wonders feel more like
bad drug trips than miracles.
As far as aesthetic accuracy goes,
“Son of God” really misses the mark,
as most biblical epics do. Open your
eyes people—Santa isn’t real, the world
isn’t flat and Jesus wasn’t white. Nor
were his followers. It’s troubling that
movies like “Son ofGod” and much of
Western Christianity continue to tout
a Caucasian Jesus.
Race aside, Portuguese model Di-
ogo Morgado is also just way too hot
to play the messiah. Whenhe first ap-
peared on screen, the friend I coerced
into joining me whispered, “I would
totally do Jesus,” and that’s a prob-
lem—it’s pretty hard to spread the
Word of God through an actor who
makes us all feel like sinners. Roma
Downey as the Virgin Mary is also
miscast for aesthetic reasons—noth-
ing shatters that B.C.-feel quite like
excessive Botox. We all know Virgin
Mary did not have lips that fake.
Oh, and did I mention that Jesus,
his followers and all the Romans in
the film have British accents? I mean,
come on guys.
Despite “Son of God’s” good inten-
tions, the condensed plot feels about
as insincere as the accents. In hopes
of appealing to, and perhaps convert-
ing, the lowest common denomina-
tor, the film dumbs down the Gospel
of John as much as possible. Evil ac-
PHOTO COURTESY OF 20TH CENTURY FOX
Even though I love Jesus movies, I couldn’t even stay awake during the crucifixion
scene, despite the beefcakey Jesus.
cording to “Son of God” is completely
black and white and Jesus’ preach-
ings lack the intellectual depth in
which they are covered in the Bible.
For those of us who choose to believe
that life, death and faith isn’t simple,
the film feels painfully inadequate—-
it fails to delve into any of the Bible’s
profound fodder.
So before you see “Son of God,” ask
yourself what Jesus would do.
He’d go see “Frozen” instead.
Kellie may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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PRAYER:
Lenten Taize Prayer @
Chapel of St. Ignatius, a
7 p.m. Jkf
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f Pub Trivia @ Sams
Tavern, 7 p.m.
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Q. What’syour most used social
' network?
iAl“Instagram.”
/■V WTmf do you most enjoy
about softball?
Al “The competitiveness and
striving to be better each day. And
watching my teammates succeed
as well.”
Q: Favorite movie?
SU ALUM EDDIE O’BRIEN’S LEGACY REMEMBERED
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
Seattle University lost a beloved mem-
ber of its community when Eddie
O’Brien passed away on Feb. 21 at the
age of 83. Eddie was a former student-
athlete, coach and athletic director.
Caught up in the madness of Seattle
University’s homecoming weekend
basketball game, with zealous stu-
dents covered in red and black body
paint and fans of all ages gathered at
Key Arena, it’s easy to forget that Se-
attle U was not always as well known
inthe world ofDivision I sports as it is
today. Eddie was instrumental in Se-
attle U’s rise to the top.
Eddie came to Seattle U in the early
1950s with his twin brother Johnny.
The O’Brien twins were recruited by
basketball coach A1 Brightman and
played both basketball and baseball
for Seattle U, although they were
known best for their skills on the bas-
ketball court. According to President
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J., it was the
O’Brien twins’ athletic reputation that
made Seattle U well known for the
first time in history.
“He made Seattle U known through-
out the country,” said Sundborg. “Se-
attle U wasn’t known...before they
played—people wouldn’t have known
about Seattle U beyond Seattle. It was
just another school. But the O’Brien
twins and what they were—they were
so phenomenal, they made people
sit up and look...The O’Brien twins
in some ways put Seattle U on the
map athletically’’
According to Sundborg, the O’Brien
twins, along with basketball star El-
gin Baylor, were two of Seattle U’s top
three athletes of all time. Eddie’s affili-
ation with Seattle U, however, didn’t
end when he graduated. The twins
went on to play Major League Base-
ball for the Pittsburg Pirates in 1953.
After his baseball career ended, Eddie
returned to Seattle U where he worked
as athletic director from 1958 to 1980
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and coached baseball for 13 years.
Steve Fantello, a Seattle U alum who
knew Eddie through the Seattle U
community, had only good things to
sayabout Eddie’s reputation. “His sup-
port, his dedication, his tireless work
through the community and his gra-
ciousness [all contributed to Eddie’s
impact on Seattle U],” said Fantello.
Eddie’s support of the transition to
Division I is another of his legacies
that should not be overlooked. Ac-
cording to Sundborg, when Seattle
U dropped out of Division I in the
1980s, thousands of people dropped
their connection with Seattle U. The
O’Brien twins, however, stayed strong
in their support of the school. When
the school transitioned back to Divi-
sion I in 2009 under athletic director
Bill Hogan, it was Eddie’s support and
his ability to garner the support of
the entire Seattle U community that
helped make the transition a success.
In the years after his time as athletic
director, Eddie stayed deeply involved
in the Seattle U community. He host-
ed luncheons, attended golf tourna-
ments, and was notorious for showing
up at Seattle U basketball games.
If it’s any testament to the enormous
impact that Eddie had on Seattle U,
this week The New York Times pub-
lished a tribute to Eddie’s life.
“Perhaps the most remarkable vic-
tory in the O’Brien twins’ era at Se-
attle came in January 1952, when
the Chieftains (now the Redhawks)
stunned the Harlem Globetrotters,
who were not clowning around, in an
84-81 exhibition game victory,” writes
The New York Times.
Sundborg, however, wanted to re-
mind the Seattle U community that
Eddie was more than a great athlete
and successful athletic director.
“I don’t think that Eddie should be
remembered only for being a great
athlete who made Seattle U known,”
Sundborg said. “He should be known
for his kindness, he should be known
forhis patience, and that no one seems
SCOTT COHEN • AP PHOTO
Twins and former Seattle University basketball players Ed, left, and Johnny
O'Brien infront ofJohnny's retired jerseyin 2006 at the Connolly Center.
to have turned to him to ask for help
that he didn’t give it. He was a very
very generousperson.”
If anything can be learned from Ed-
die’s story, it isthat it takes a loyal, self-
less, and joyful person to help build a
university’s athletic reputation. Eddie
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
JENNY HURST | SOFTBALL
A,Do you have afavorite restau-
v
*
rant? “‘The Lion King’ is an all-time
a favorite. My favorite sports movie
A: “Back home in California, isprobably ‘Coach Carter.”’
a sushi restaurant called Good
Choice Sushi”
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
O’Brien was all of these things and
more and his legend will be remem-
bered in the Seattle U community for
many years to come.
Alainamay be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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SU TRACK SCORES BIG AT CHAMPIONSHIP, WAC
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
The indoor track and field Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) cham-
pionships occurred last week and
the Seattle University Redhawks had
several terrific performances. The
mens team finished sixth place over-
all and the womens team finished
seventh. In the process, six school
records were broken over the three
day event.
{I
think this was the
best our team has ever
performed indoors. W
Trisha Steidl,
Head Coach
On Wednesday, sophomore Aman-
da Maddux competed in the womens
pentathlon for the Redhawks which
consisted of 60 meter hurdles, the high
jump, shot put, the long jump and the
800 meter run. She placed 11th.
Thursday was when most of the ac-
tion began.
Freshman Alessandra Gonzales set
school records in the 60 meter dash
and the 200 meter dash with times of
7.81 and 25.84 seconds, respectively.
“She was a freshman who set two re-
cords and came out of nowhere with
that,” said assistant coach Chad Pha-
ris. “It was awesome to see her step up
like that.”
Another school record was broken
on Thursday when junior Candice
de Sauvage completed the 400 meter
dash in 58.18 seconds.
In the womens 5000 meter run,
sophomore Taylor de Laveaga took
fourth place and was followed by her
teammates Lauren Hammerle and
Emily Hedberg who finished in eighth
and tenth, respectively.
The mens 5000 meter run was ledby
junior Baxter Arguinchona who also
finished in fourth and his teammates
Graham Kinzel-Grubbs and Caleb
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Herrera took tenth and eleventh.
Another great performance on
Thursday was when sophomore Shad-
dye Melu took second place in the
high jump by clearing the bar at 2.08
meters, or 6 feet and 9.75 inches. He
followed up that event on Friday by
finishing third in the 400 meter dash
and setting a school record with atime
of48.25 seconds earning him the hon-
ors ofFirst Team All-WAC.
“You don’t often see an athlete
who does well in both track and
field events,” said head coach Trisha
Steidl. “Shaddye did very well in the
high jump and 400. We were not sur-
prised because we knew he was good
at both, but it is not very common in
our sport.”
Two other school records that were
broken occurred in the womens 4x400
meter relay and the triple jump.
The team of Alessandra Gonzales,
Candice de Sauvage, Cali Cull and
Mandy Rusch completed the relay
with a record time of3:54.08.
“There was only one women’s sprint
event that did not have a school record
set,” Pharis said.
Senior Nick Bever broke his own re-
cord from one month ago in the triple
jump by clearing 13.82 meters and fin-
ishing eighth in the event.
Junior Collin Overbay put up
some nice performances by earn-
ing First Team All-WAC honors in
both the mile run and 3000 meter
run by taking third place in both
events with times of 4:18.30 and
8:40.08 respectively.
{There
were a lot of
great performances
and breakthroughs
that we expected.
Trisha Steidl,
Head Coach
The only other Seattle U athlete to
earn First Team All-WAC honors was
junior Sophie Curatilo who placed
second in the mile run with a time
of 4:58.93.
Three athletes earned Second Team
All-WAC honors for their events.
Junior Austin Thummel-Gravitt fin-
ished in sixth place in the 400 meter
dash. Senior Stephen Squatrito fin-
ished sixth in the pole vault by clear-
ing 4.4 meters. Senior Katie Tougas
took fifth place in the long jump by
clearing 5.43 meters.
“Overall there were a lot of great
performances and breakthroughs that
we expected,” Steidl said. “We saw
some really competitive fire as they
went into this meet.”
Now that the indoor championships
are over, the team can look forward
to the outdoor season; their first meet
will occur on March 22.
“I think this was the best our
team has ever performed indoors,”
Steidl said. “We are happy with
the results and what they mean for
us. This is a building block for the
outdoor season.”
Editors Emily Hedberg and Collin
Overbay and StaffPhotographer Taylor
De Laveaga are on the track and field
team.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
SU SWIM SETS SEVERAL RECORDS AT CONFERENCE
Connor Cartmill
Volunteer Writer
Hie Seattle University swim teams re-
cently concluded their season at the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
conference championship meet last
week—and they went out with a bang.
Numerous personal bests were set
bySeattle U swimmers along with sev-
eral school records.
“Seven school records were set on
the final day, overall I’m real happy/’
said head coach Craig Nisgor. “We
had over 70 lifetime best swims at
the meet.”
Seniors Tomas Mendez-Beck and
Nichlas Morell ended their careers
with new school records in the 200
butterfly and 200 backstroke events.
Mendez-Beck broke his own 200 but-
terfly school record in preliminaries
with a time of 1:48.44. He would fin-
ish 6th. Morell finished ninth overall
in the 200 back stroke at 1:46.26. That
broke the previous school mark of
1:47.68 set by Joe Wertz in 2011.
In the final event of the meet and of
her career, Senior Nicole Doi helped
the women’s 400 freestyle-relay team
set a new school record in 3:29.68.
“It’s great for the seniors to finish
their careers in a big way,” Nisgor said.
“They really helped to get this team
where they are now.”
{Its
great for the se-
niors to finish their
careers in a big way. W
Craig Nisgor,
Head Coach
Some of the most significant time
drops came in the distance events. In
fact, all ofthe distance swimmers end-
ed up with personal best times at the
meet. Both Nick Connors and Betha-
ny Gehrke set new school standards in
the Men’s and Women’s 1650 freestyle.
Both records were snapped by near-
ly 7 seconds, Connors in 15:50.14 and
Gehrke at 17:14.29. Connors finished
ninth in the men’s event and Gehrke
tenth for the women. Connors blasted
his previous best time by nearly 20
seconds. Impressively, Gehrke also
broke the 1000m freestyle record in
the middle of the 1650 with a split
time of 10:28.71.
“Distance really stepped up in a big
way,” noted Nisgor.
It’s easy to see that the conference
meet brought out the best in both
Redhawk teams with so many im-
proved times.
“It’s something I’ve seen a lot of peo-
ple grow into. For many of our swim-
mers this is the biggest meet they’ve
ever been to,” Nisgor said.“But once
you get past that its great stuff, they
really brought it to another level.”
The Redhawks need to order a new
volume for their record books as im-
provements came fromacross the ros-
ter. Major leaps were made at the con-
ference meet but that was a reflection
of the season as a whole.
“When you look at the progression,
our win loss record really isn’t reflec-
tive of what our team has done this
year,” said Nisgor. “I look at the num-
bers, and in one meet, 25 percent of
the all-time top times were put up in
conference this year.”
That’s an astounding mark to be
put up by a team in a single meet, es-
pecially in a team of predominately
freshman swimmers. Several impres-
sive swims were put up by underclass-
men.
Sophomore Gabe Wheeler swam a
{Seven
school records
were set on the final
day—overall I’m really m,
happy.
Craig Nisgor,
Head Coach
2:01.60 in the 200 breaststroke which
put him at second on Seattle U’s all
time list. The top time won an NCAA
Division II national championship.
Another sophomore, Jane Liggett,
set a new record in the women’s 200
butterfly at 2:05.05 during the prelimi-
nary round. She finished 13th in the
event. Liggett also helped the Wom-
en’s 200 Medley quartet set a new
school standard in 1:45.60.
March 5. 2014
Freshman Tanner Schelling blazed
through the freestyle sprints. He post-
ed personal bests and school second
bests in both the 50 and 100 freestyles.
With times of 20.56 and 45.47 respec-
tively. He trails only Jordan Anderson
in both events. Schelling’s best times
were in the preliminaries.
Overall the men finished seventh in
the conference meet and the women
eighth. However, the speedy times
were put up by so many underclass-
men, giving the Redhawks a very solid
foundation to build upon.
“The future is definitely looking
bright. The night we got back we al-
ready had people itching to get back
into the pool, that tells you the kind
of swimmers we have,” Nisgor said.
“A couple of the ladies coming for
next season are already faster than the
school records so that helps us.”
Look out for Redhawk swimming as
they look to make an even bigger leap
heading into next year.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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INVESTMENT A NECESSARY EVIL
Sometimes, you have to cracka few eggs to make an omelet. As student fervor
for divestment grows more feverish, we are faced with an important balancing
decisions—but we are fighting for the wrong side.
I commend the university’s administration for saying “no” to those who would
have the school divest—largely because I believe their “no” could one day save
the planet.
I’m certainly not about to argue in favor of the environmental ethics of
companies like Exxon Mobil or BP because I’m certain that I would lose that
debate. Pulling our institution’s money away from these companies (and their
extremely high returns) could actually be detrimental to the cause.
It’s not pleasant, but we live in a world that runs on oil and profits—and Exxon
excels at producing both of these. Pulling our institution’s money from these
companies is not going tobring down the oil industry—itwon’t even make adent.
Itwill, however, limit the ability ofour university’s endowment fund to bring
in competitive returns, essentially limiting the ability of the universityto provide
scholarships. While it’s an uncomfortable sentiment,Exxon is likely paying for
the education of several students at this school.
Sure, divesting allows us to extend our big ol’ Redhawk middle fingers up at
Exxon et al, but at what cost? An affordable education for the masses?
Some sacrifices mustbe made. Al Gore pumped a lot of carbon into the air
when he was flying around promoting An Inconvenient Truth, but he also spurred
a conversation that would change the world—one that likely offset his personal
carbon contribution.
The education Exxon pays for could very well be the education of a brilliant
entrepreneur or scientist that ultimately brings itsprofits to a halt by discovering
a more sustainable energysolution.
Dallas Goschie,
News Editor
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, EmilyHedberg, Kateri Town, Bianca Sewake, Alyssa Brandtand Kelsey Cook. Signed commen-
taries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
“I think it strengthens the teachers’ ability
to have more say in their job. Administra-
tion can’t give thembad pay.”
. ■
Matthew Schroeder. Sophomore
SHOULD ADJUNCT PROFESSORS BE ALLOWED TO UNIONIZE?
“Yes, I think it’s necessary for people to
have the correct rights in the workplace.
The professors rights shouldn’t change just
because they are adjunct”
Hannah Delsohn, Freshman
OPINION
SU SHOULD WALK THE WALK
“We foster a concern for justice and the competence to promote it,” reads
Seattle University’s Mission, Vision and Values. The statement is listedbeneath
the Justice value, the value that the university touts above all others.
Butwhen it comes to environmental justice, “concerned” is not aword I would
use to describe our administration—“hypocritical” and “pandering” are more
appropriate.
Despite the studentbody’s admirable dedication to divestment both this year
and last, the university remains uninterested in pulling its investments out ofoil
companies. The school’s refusal to divest is not what disheartens me—divesting
is difficult and Seattle U relies on the significant returns yielded by companies
like Exxon Mobil. What disheartens me is the fact that the administrationwon’t
even pursue a feasibility study.
If Seattle U is going to talk the talk, it should at least try to walk the walk.
The university’s unwillingness to furtherexplore thepossibility ofdivestment
is out-of-line with its social justice values—more than that, the apathetic
response renders those values artificial. Ifthe school is going to pretend that the
administration cares about environmental justice, it should take action through
a feasibility study.
Examining the possibility would confirm that the university actually values
the matters of justice it professes to be “concerned” with—it would turn our
supposed commitment to environmentalism and sustainability into an action
instead of an empty promise. It would show that the university shares the same
values as the students it tries to attract.
But lastmonth’s divestmentstatement proves that the school cares more about
returns than ethics.
Perhaps “money” should be added to Seattle U’s list of values.
Kellie Cox,
Editor-in-Chief
“I think that our professors should have
a right to organize and unionize if they’d
like to, and advocate for better policy for
themselves.”
Beth Williams, Senior
“1 feel like any faculty member here should
have to prove themselves before they have
any say in
the university, to align theselves
with Jesuit values.”
Nate Norton, Sophomore
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
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QFor
most, professor crushes come and go
® but I have been dealing with an unrequit-
® ed love throughout my entire college career. Although things have
never dipped into the realm of “unprofessional” I have noticed that myfeel-
ings may not be completely one-sided anymore. How am I to know ifmypro-
fessor loves me too? Should I stick to my usual back-of-the-classroom routine
or stay afterwardfor some extra credit?
A I mean, I’m not saying that successful romance never happens* between profs and pupils, but its quite rare. Your two suggestions
*
are very polarized, so maybe find a middle ground. Sit in the
front and be the best in the class. Keep in contact after graduation because
it will probably be in the unprofessional realm until then. Perhaps check
out Seattle Us faculty conduct handbook? As for finding out if they love
you too, first off, hold up. Nobody loves anybody here. Mentally switch out
“love” for “attraction,” “admiration,” etc. It’s easy to get caught up in the
sexy dynamic of the professor hypothetical, but they’re people too, so vibe
it out as you would any human interaction - justkeep in mind the profes-
sional context that is really the fundamental milieu here.
Ql’ve
been with my girlfriendfor a few months and we have great
®
sex. She says I last too long, but I try to do that to pleasure her
*
more so she can orgasm first! Should I try to finish faster or go
longer and make the sex even better?
A Prolonged intercourse does not equate to better sex. For a lot ofwomen, sex can be taxing and even painful after a certain point.
*
Also, a very, very small percentage of women get off from pene-
tration alone. Be “cummunicative” (haha) about how long until it becomes
uncomfortable for her and tryasking her when she’s ready for you to fin-
ish. She can also be direct in a sexy way and tell you when she you to and
maybe you’ll even dig the power dynamics. It doesn’t really matter who
finishes first—although I guess maybe for some people it maybe does—but
be sure to have the energy to help her get off afterward if it’s you.
Q
Advice? There is a girl who I have become really goodfriends over
• the past two years, but now it seems like things are headed in a
• different direction than justfriends, but I really don’t want to ruin
a great relationship with one of my best friends over something that might
justbe lust. Should I sayf*** it and take the chance or just go hook up with
someone else and hope that subsides thefeelings?
A
Is she into you? You’ll never know ifthings will change unless you
• tryand justbecause you guyshook up doesn’t mean it has to ruin
• your relationship. Sleeping with a rando will probably not offset
the attraction you feel for her because you connect with her oth-
erwise and will be reminded when you see her again. Vibe it out for a while
more ifyou’re worried about it, but dating a good bud can be kinda cool be-
cause you already get along on a homie leveland can always go back to that.
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensedguidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
by Emily August
Ql’m
a senior and I’m having trouble motivating myself to start
• looking for jobs. I just don’t really feel confident about what I
• want to do anymore and I’m just not ready to graduate. Any ad-
vice as to how to get excited?
A
This has gotta come from you. What motivated you to get into
* the field? Try to identify with that. Why are you here? Not like
® “get out,” but literally ask yourself that question and apply what
you’ve learned to the world. If you’re not motivated for jobs in the field,
maybe it’s not the field for you. Is it too broad? See about a minor or ru-
minate about a niche for you. Too specific? Take time off; figure it out,
study something else. Academia isn’t everything; you can always reflect
and come back to the skills you’ve accrued. Look into your past work or
volunteer experience and next level it. Or appreciate the really great de-
gree you just earned and tell yourself that you are ready to graduate. Four
years is a long time and you have valuable contributions!
Catch you cats on the flip flop later,
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
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Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
If you’ve got a crush,
This column’s for you.
Wanna flirt? Sendyour crush to cat@su-spectator.com
luv,To truma
You left me, sweet, two legacies,—
A legacy of love
A Heavenly Father would content,
Had He the offer of;
You left me boundaries of pain
Capacious as the sea,
Between eternity and time,
Your consciousness and me.
4 eva <3 Em Dick
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MA in Management with an emphasis
in Social and Sustainable Management
Seattle Pacific University offers an innovative, 11-month
graduate business degree for any major.
• Develop a Christian understanding of ethical & sustainable practices
• Hands-on learning of relevant, real-world knowledge & skills
• Study abroad in India and China
• Internships & networking with some of Seattle’s top businesses
• Professional development & job placement
For admissions requirements, visit spu.edu/massm.
Apply by April 15th, 2014
Seattle
Pacific
UNIVERSITY
Engaging the culture,
changing the world®
